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Abstract. Low voltage (LV) panels are most common across all the industries and one of 

the more common special requirement which need to be designed in accordance with safety 

standards prevailing. An electrical panel is that the combination of protection and switch 

devices assembled in one or a lot of adjacent compartments. A panel is made by adding 

compartments as per the specified form of construction, that is termed “enclosure” (with 

support and mechanical protection functions for the various parts enclosed), and therefore the 

electrical instrumentality, represent by the equipment, the interior affiliations and therefore the 

incoming and outgoing feeders for the connection to the installation. This paper is mainly on 

the lv switch gears. 
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1   Introduction 

To design a low tension or low voltage panel, the procedure for the designing a 

panel is designing the system as per customer requirement the enclosure shall be 

designed by using proprietary software TMD (Techno modular design). Other details 

like SLD (single line diagram) and control schemes shall be prepared by using 

AUTOCAD. Bill of quantities can be done by using excel program. After receiving 

all the material they assemble of enclosure can be done. After assembling switch gear 

and control gear shall be integrated into the enclosure and starts wiring/ inter 

connecting as per the designs. And then continued by testing and finally dispatching 

of a panel. 

Enclosures: An electrical enclosure is a cabinet for electronic or electrical 

equipment. To mount switches, knobs and displays and also to prevent electrical 

shock to equipment users. To safeguard the contents from the environment. The 

enclosure is that the only a part of the instrumentation that is seen by the users; in 

several cases it's designed not just for its utilitarian necessities, but also to be pleasing 

to the attention. The selection of enclosure is based on the customer’s requirement. 

For outdoor panels the panel consists of two doors and outer door is to protect the 

inner components, these enclosures consist of the doors, covers, cross bars and plinth 

frame. 

Bus bars: In electric power distribution, a bus bar could be a metallic bar or a strip 

(copper, or aluminum) that conducts electricity within an electrical equipment. Over 

relatively short distances Bus bars are used to carry substantial electrical currents; 

Because of corona discharge their larger expanse (compared to a wire of identical 

weight) reduces losses. Copper or aluminum is selected based on costumer 

requirement. Copper has more conductivity in nature than an aluminum. Copper is 

more expensive than aluminum. 

Components used: A few of components are described as below to design an lv 

panel. 

Circuit breaker: An electrical fuse is control designed. To protect a circuit from 

damage caused by overcurrent or overload or tangency. Its basic operate is to 

interrupt current flow after protecting relays detect a fault  

 Classification of circuit breaker: Classification by voltage: The classification of 

circuit breakers by its meant application voltage, 1. Less than 1kv-Low voltage circuit 

breakers. 2. In between 1kv to 52kv-Medium circuit breakers. 3. In between 66kv to 

765kv-High/extra high circuit breakers. 4. Higher than 765kv-Ultra high circuit 

breakers. 

Classification by location: Switchgears, based on wherever they are situated as, 

indoor and out of doors types. Medium and low voltage switch gears, and high 

voltage gas insulated switch gears (GIS) are classified as indoor switchgears, where as 

the switch gears that have air as an external insulating medium, i.e. air insulated 

switchgear(AIS), classified as out of doors switchgears. 

Classification by interrupting media: In the analysis of circuit breaker the 

interrupting medium has been the important factor. It dedicates the parameters of the 

breaker. The only dominant interrupting technologies for the medium and high 

voltage segments are vacuum and sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) of circuit breaker 

design. 
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Oil circuit breaker: Mineral oil has better insulating property than air insulating 

property. In oil circuit breaker the fixed contact and moving contact are dipped inside 

the insulating oil. Whenever there's a separation of current carrying contacts within 

the oil, the arc in breaker is initialized at the instant of separation of contacts, and 

because of this arc the oil is vaporized and decomposed in mostly gas and ultimately 

creates a gas bubble around the arc. This extremely compressed gas bubble round the 

arc prevents re-striking of the arc once current reaches zero crossing of the cycle.  

Types of Oil Circuit Breakers: There are mainly two types of oil circuit breakers 

available. 

 1. Bulk oil circuit breakers.    2. Min oil circuit breakers. 

Air circuit breakers (ACB):  By cooling the arc plasma it may increase the arc 

voltage. The quality of the particle in arc plasma is reduced due to the temperature of 

arc plasma is decreased, so, there is a lot of voltage gradient is needed to keep up the 

arc. By lengthening the arc path the It may increase the arc voltage. Because the 

length of arc path is increased, the resistance of the path is accrued, and hence to 

maintain an equivalent arc current a lot of voltage is required to be applied across the 

arc path. Which means arc voltage is accrued. Rending up the arc into variety of 

series arcs also will increase the arc voltage. 

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB):  MCCB is a Module case circuit breaker that 

contains a rugged construction as it can break larger currents usually from up to 

1600A. Types of MCCB are thermal for over current protection, magnetic for short 

circuit protection, micro processer protection. And for MCCB there's a lot of 

accessories are needed like motor handles, auxiliary contacts, alarm contact, terminal 

spreaders, mechanical inter clocks, under voltage releases, shunt trip releases. 

Breaking capacity is 16 KA to seventy KA are under being used 

MCB (Miniature case circuit breaker): Miniature circuit breaker is configured with 

operating mechanism, contacts, protection devices (all types of releases), arc-

extinguishing system, etc. MCB is a miniature circuit breaker which is used to break 

small currents. Like in domestic LT circuits. The ratings usually end up to 100 A. 

 

2. Controlling Components of A Panel 

 

Contractor: The contactor is an electrically controlled switch. For switching an 

electrical power circuit, the contactor is used, similar to a relay except with higher 

current ratings. A contactor is controlled by a controlled circuit which has a much 

lower power level than the switched power circuit. Contactors come in many forms 

with varying capacities and features. Contactor is not like a circuit breaker, a 

contractor is not intended to interrupt a short circuit current. Contactors range from 

those having a breaking current of several amperes to thousands of amperes and 24 V 

DC to many kilovolts  

Relay: A relay is an electrically operated switch. Several relays use a magnet to 

automatically operate a switch, however different operative principles also are used, 

like solid-state relays. Relays are used wherever many circuits should be controlled by 

one signal, or wherever it is necessary to control a circuit by a separate low-power 

signal. In earlier days relays were used in long distance telegraph circuits as 

amplifiers, they recurrent the signal returning in from one circuit and re-transmitted it 

on another circuit. 

 

3. Electric Motor 

 

The electrical motor or motor could be a device that is one among the most 

important advancements within the fields of electrical engineering and technology 

ever since the invention of electricity. A motor is an electro-mechanical device that 

converts electrical energy to mechanical energy. It’s because of motors, There are 

different types of motors have been developed for different applications. In simple 

words we can say a device that produces rotational force is a motor. The very basic 

principal of functioning of an electrical motor lies on the fact that force is experienced 

in the direction perpendicular to magnetic field and the current, The magnetic flux is 

induced by applying current.    

Classification of motors:   The types of motor are 1. AC MOTORS   2. DC 

MOTORS  

Dc motor: The DC motor is the only one that is driven by direct current. It’s the 

most primitive version of the electric motor where rotating torque is produced due to 

flow of current through the conductor inside a magnetic field.  

1. Shunt motor 2. Series motor.  3. Compound motor.  

Ac motor: AC electrical motors, and are driven by alternating current. There 2 

types of ac motors 1. Synchronous motor.  2. Asynchronous motor.  

Depending up on the rating the motors are again classified into 3 types  
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1. Low Voltage motors (up to 440 kV) 2. Medium Voltage motors (3.3 kV, 6.6 kV, 

and 11 kV). 3. High Voltage motors (above 11 kV).  

Starting methods for motor: The purpose of the starter is to control and protect 

the motor. Control of motor is on and off. Protecting is to safe guard the motor by 

using of relays and circuit breakers. There are different types of starting methods:  

1. DOL (direct on line).  2. Star- delta. 3. RDOL (reversible direct on line)   4. 

Reversible star delta.  

5. Rotor resistance starter. 6. Variable frequency drives. 7. Soft starters.  8. Two 

speed motors.  

DOL (direct on line): The simplest form of motor starter for the induction motor 

is the Direct on Line starter. DOL [Direct on Line] starters are those that apply the full 

supply voltage to the motor when starting. The starting current of the motor in DOL is 

600% to 700% of its rated full load current. The relay setting should be less than the 

full load current. For less rating DOL is used. There are 3 terminals in DOL starter. In 

DOL starter the components are OLR (over load relay), contactor, and the push 

buttons. The OLR is to protect from over load. Push buttons is to on and off. It consist 

a MCB or Circuit Breaker, Contactor and an overload relay for protection. 

Electromagnetic contactor which can be opened by the thermal overload relay under 

fault conditions. The contactor will be controlled by separate start and stop buttons, 

and an auxiliary contact on the contactor is used, across the start button, as a hold in 

contact. I.e. the contactor is electrically latched closed while the motor is operating. 

 

 

Components used for DOL starter: 

 

sl.no Components  Q

uant

ity 

Type numbers 

1 Power contactor 1 3RT2027-1AL20 

2 MCB 1P  6A 2 5SY71018CC 

3 Push button (red)- off 1 3SB500-0ACO1 

4 Push button (green)- on 1 3SB5000-0AE01 

5 Over load relay(OLR) 1 3RU2126-1JBO 

6 Indicating lamp- red(on) 1 3SB5285-6HCO2 

7 Indicating lamp- green (off) 1 3SB5285-6HEO2 

8 Indicating lamp- amber 

(trip) 

1 3SB5285-6HLO2 

9 Contact block1NO 1 3RH2911-DA10 

10 Wires   

11 Lugs (sleeve type and fork 

type) 
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Before switching on the MCB’S: 

 

 
 

After switching on the MCB’S: The green (off) lamp will in on condition. 

 

 
 

When green push button is switched ON: 

 

 
Star-Delta 

    Most induction motors are started directly on line, but when large motors are 

started that way, they cause a disturbance of voltage on the supply lines due to large 

starting current surges. To limit the starting current surge, large induction motors are 

started at reduced voltage and then have full supply voltage reconnected when they 

run up to near rated speed. Two methods are used for reduction of starting voltage are 

star delta starting and auto transformer stating. For higher rating the star delta method 

is used. There will be 6 terminals on the motor. The starting current of the motor in 

star delta starter is 300% of the rated full load current. There are types in star delta 

there are 1. Manual 2. Semi-automatic 3. Fully Automatic. Manual and semi-

automatic are earlier versions. Now a days we are using automatic controls. 

 

Components used for STARDELTA starter 

 

s

l.no 

Components  Qua

ntity 

Type numbers 

1 Power contactor with 1 NO. 3 3RT2027-1AL20 

2 MCB 1P  6A 2 5SY71018CC 

3 Push button (red)- off 1 3SB500-0ACO1 

4 Push button(green)- on 1 3SB5000-0AE01 

5 Over load relay(OLR) 1 3RU2126-1JBO 
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6 Indicating lamp- red(on) 1 3SB5285-6HCO2 

7 Indicating lamp- green(off) 1 3SB5285-6HEO2 

8 Indicating lamp- amber(trip) 1 3SB5285-6HLO2 

9 Contact block 1NO 1NC 1 3RH2911-DA10 

10 Contact block 1NO 1 3RH29 11-1HA10 

11 Timer (1 TO 20 sec) 1 3RP15 74-1NM20 

8K 

12 Wires   

13 Lugs (sleeve type and fork 

type) 

  

 

 
 

  When the power supply is switched on and MCB is switched off: 

 

 
 

When MCB’s switched on, then off push button will starts lighting up. 

 
 

When green push button is kept on. Then the main contractor and the star contactor 

gets on the supply continuous to the other end of the contactor. And then the timer 

starts after 20 sec the star contactor is switched off and the delta contactor is switched 

on 
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4. SIGNALING UNITS: 

Indicating Lamps: To indicate the function of a circuit. There are many types of 

indicating lamps most commonly ON, OFF & trip are used. 

Push buttons: Push Button Switches are manually operated switches that are 

available in many different types: Switches with round or square bodies for mounting 

in round or square holes, lighted and non-lighted Switches, Indicators, Selector 

Switches, and more. 

TNC switch: Trip neutral close switch or TNC switch. It is normally used at the 

breaker for closing and tripping operation. 

Thermostat: Thermostats are used to control heaters & fans and any other heating 

equipment. 

Limit switch: Limit switch is used whenever an object is moving and comes into 

contact the limit switch operates and the contacts are changed over.     

 

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS: 

Volt meter: A voltmeter is an instrument used for measuring electrical electric 

potential between 2 points in an electrical circuit. Analog voltmeters move a pointer 

across a scale in proportion to the voltage of the circuit; digital voltmeters provides a 

numerical display of voltage by use of an analog to digital converter. A voltmeter in a 

circuit diagram is represented by the letter V in a circle. Voltmeters are created in a 

wide range of designs. Instruments permanently mounted in a panel are used to 

monitor generators or different fixed apparatus. Portable instruments, usually 

equipped to also live current and resistance within the form of a multi meter, are 

standard test instruments employed in electrical and electronics work. Any 

measurement which will be converted to a voltage can be displayed on a meter that is 

suitably calibrated; as an example, pressure, temperature, etc. 

Ammeter: An ammeter is a measuring instrument used to measure the current in a 

circuit. Electric currents are measured in amperes (A), hence the name. Instruments 

used to measure smaller currents, in the milli ampere or microampere range, are 

designated as milli ammeters or micro ammeters. Early ammeters were laboratory 

instruments which relied on the Earth's magnetic field for operation.  

Multifunction meter:   Multifunction- meter with TRMS measurement, measures 

distorted waveform up to 15th harmonic and up to 32 electrical parameters in a 

3phaseetwork (V, I, F, In, KW, KVAr, KVA, Power Factor, KWh, KVArh, and 

KVAh). 

WIRING: For electrical wire cutting and stripping for mass protection we use this 

machine with which we can have schedules preprogramed structure for cutting and 

stripping of the wire for better accuracy& faster integration process without manual 

intervention. Capacity: Wire Core Area 0.1 sq. mm---10 sq. mm cutting length 10mm 

--- 10 meters/hr. peeling 1500--- 8000 Pcs. 

Copper flexible PVC insulated wire used for wiring the circuit inside a panel. The 

selection of wire is based on a system voltage. For wiring the different types of 

components such as Lugs, Ferule, Ties, Bunching tape, Spiral, and Sleeve.  

 

5. TESTING OF AN ELECTRIC OR A CONTROL PANEL:  There are 2 types 

of tests conducted on an electric or a control panel. 1. Type test.      2. Routine test. 

 1. Type test: These types of tests are conducted by the third party such as CPRI 

(central power research institute) in India & outside India IEC (international electro 

commission).         a) IP test.    b) Short circuit test.    c) Heat run test. 

2. Routine test:   a) Design verification           b) IR test.  c) Dielectric strength 

test.       d) Functional test. 

 

6. DISPATCHING OF A PANEL: Before dispatch the panels are packed as per 

transport conditions such as sea wrap packing or long distances or climate conditions 

for short distances the panels are packed with thermocol and shrink wrapping, for 
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long distances the panels are packed with wooden crates for, sea transport the panels 

are packed in a specified manner as chosen by the client. 
 

7. CONCLUSION 

 

From this paper we have learned about and worked on the LV panels and induction motors. 
Done practically and circuited own, controlling the equipment was examined practically. 
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